Feb 17, 2015
Jim-How is it possible for my 12-month ranking to drop while my 3 & 6 month rankings
are dramatically rising?
The annual ranking has been hacked while the 3 & 6 month were likely not! I made one
small timing error in the last three weeks, after I was already way ahead of the previous
127.82%...While the 3-month ranking went from 116 to 119, it does not make sense for
the annual ranking to remain the same, after all, what is changing is the latest data, not
the historical...Meanwhile, in the 6-month, I was 4th on Jan 12 and first on Feb 16, with
a gain of 7 percentage points. This is either than hacking or blundering errors and
omissions.
This is the second time your security has been breached by this hacker, if he can get
into Adobe, your firewall will not deter him. Kindly report this to REACT task force for
cybercrime. https://publicintelligence.net/contact/ ; there is an encrypted portal on this
link…if you are able to encrypt and send, that would be the easiest...otherwise you
would do best to call on a land-line.
This is 8 years of hell & poverty imposed by this rogue hacker. You need to make it
right.
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In the February 16, 2015 Timer Digest rankings below you see that my 12-month
ranking has been switched with Howard’s, and is lower than my own six month
performance. What’s more, I had a higher performance in 3 months, than Howard
Winell in 6 months. It is not possible to move up so fast in the 6 month ranking and
remain stuck in the 12 month.
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This is at least the second time your security has been breached by this hacker, if he
can get into Adobe, your firewall will not deter him. Kindly report this to REACT task
force for cybercrime. https://publicintelligence.net/contact/ ; there is an encrypted portal
on this link…if you are able to encrypt and send, that would be the easiest...otherwise
you would do best to call on a land-line.
This is 8 years of hell & poverty imposed by this rogue hacker. You need to make it
right.

Eduardo Mirahyes
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